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On Oct 20, 2017, at 8:19 AM, jim colter 
<cjimsell@att.net> wrote:
 Open letter.

Good morning ..

We need a voice of reason to rise up out of all the divisive 
attitudes being perpetuated by the media and
those behind the scenes. We need a voice and a movement 
that's focused on our true enemy, the dark forces
that wish to divide and conquer. Through chaos they gain more 
control.

Because Americans would be better off without the orchestrated 
divisiveness, courtesy of those who profit from
keeping us at each other's throats. For way too long, we have 
endured the cultivated protesting that's reducing
the nation to a series of tribalistic subgroups. Now we have 
reached the point where 30% to 40% of America
simply assumes the other half is beneath contempt.

The media is a powerful tool, always has been. Today, in the 21st 
century it's multi-faceted and 24/7.
I've said many times,"If Hitler would've had todays media / 
propaganda machine, we'd all be speaking German."

There's still hope, many Americans are becoming aware that this 
status quo shit being shoveled on us by the
our supposed representatives is not sustainable, to coin one of 
their over used terms. It's anything but.

We the people are certainly NOT as divided as the media, 
Hollywood, and our politicians want you to think.
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We need more solutionist, not more socialist. Socialism plays 
right into the hand of those wishing to divide us.

Will this voice of reason arrive with the "Second Coming" of 
Jesus ?
Are "We the People that Second Coming" ?

Only time will tell.  

Inspiration comes in many forms, but it needs Freedom to 
flourish.

In Liberty,
JimColter
10/20/17


